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Editorial

INSID

Greetings and hope you are doing well.
I am most excited to announce that we are re-launching NEWSLINE –
NASSCOM's in-house journal. Our members who've been associated with us
for more than 5 years now would know that it was a widely read communique
which had a loyal readership base, in ourmember community and a few
extended stakeholders.
After a year-long hiatus or so, we are back with a new look. The utilitarian
appeal of Design Thinking is certainly not lost on editors and I can tell you that
Version 2.0 (let's call it that) will be more reader friendly as we go along.
So, which are the stories we are carrying this time?
§
Our cover story is on the impact of Digital ER&D on the automobile sector.

The way the quality of air is deteriorating in metropolitan cities
particularly, the need for electric vehicles cannot be overstated.
Commercial viability is still some time away and it could take a while to
get there (a realistic time horizon would be 5–7 years) but do read to find
out about the specific challenges being faced, particularly in battery
technology and the need for an expanded network of charging stations. In
parallel, the massive outreach of the app-driven shared economy gets a
special mention too, including its future impact on car ownership.
§
The re-skilling/ skilling of 1.5–2 million people in digital technologies in
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the next 3-4 years is amongst the industry's topmost priorities. You'd
know that we have launched the Futureskills project which will go live
very soon. The India-UK Tech Alliance birthed in April and signing of the
MoU between NASSCOM and techUK (UK tech Association) is a very big
step towards creating future-ready talent in the two nations. In a joint
statement issued by the two governments, this finds a mention too. Reskilling has now become a strategic imperative even at government level
which certainly lends heft to the whole premise.
§
The NASSCOM–Paytm Women in Technology Hackathon, which was

themed on “Build for India”, revealed some very interesting ideas. Over
two days, the NASSCOM campus was abuzz with activity and once more
it brought to the fore the sheer quality of innovative thinking that's
prevalent among our techies. We have the talent to be the globally
trusted partner in the Digital Age.
§
Our annual pilgrimage to the Silicon Valley – Innotrek – threw up some

great learnings. It was the most interesting to see that even in an age of
hyper- connectedness, geographical proximity matters – particularly in a
clustered environment and why Indian startups need a landing space.
§
The two other interesting pieces are on the Diversity & Inclusivity Summit

and the key findings from our flagship report, the Strategic Review.

Copyright © 2014, NASSCOM
Plot No 7 to 10, Sector 126, Noida, UP - 201303
Phone: 0120 499 0111.

We will be happy to hear from you and get your feedback, especially on some
of the topics that you would like to be covered. The industry is changing at a
very fast clip and we have to remain hawk-eyed on the changes that are
unfolding at a rapid pace, particularly in technology, ecosystem development
and talent creation.

To contact Newsline Editorial team, write to
newsline@nasscom.in

Hope you enjoy reading this issue.

Design and production: Swati Communications
(91-11-41659877, 09213132174)

Warmly,
Sangeeta Gupta
EDITOR
sangeeta@nasscom.in
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COVER STORY

CHANGING GEARS
Impact of Digital ER&D on Automobile Sector in India

D

igital disruption is unsparing to all
industries and automobile is no
exception either. If anything, its impact
is going to be far more pronounced than many
others. In as much, Indian automakers in
general and OEMs in particular are being
tested too, in no small measure. The techinduced trends are veering towards electric
vehicles adoption, shared mobility, greatly
increased connectivity and autonomous
driving as a future alternative. Let's see how.

Electrification

the dependency on crude oil is much
required.The drive has to be a strong one
and sustained. Even punitive measures
for off-limits emission may not be so
stretched after all.
High battery cost which is almost 80% of
the TCO. How do we improve on
technology to bring about cost reduction?

n

Infrastructure required for charging – both
standard AC charging and rapid DC
charging. Currently this is grossly
inadequate.

n

High up-front cost is a major deterrent.

n

A recent Mckinsey
study made a
stark revelation.
Nothing short of
being spectacular!
If by 2030, EVs can
replace all others,
then every day the
world will reduce
its dependence on
oil by 2 million
barrels!

Anyone who has lived in NCR will tell you the
pathetic quality of air – deteriorating PM 2.5
levels frequently grab headlines.While Delhi
may be an outlier but other cities aren't too far
behind and are playing catch-up rapidly. In this
alarming situation, Electric Vehicles or EVs can
be a viable alternative, especially for the new
vehicles being added.
Early 2017, Shri Piyush Goyal, then Power
Minister had said that it is highly desirable (well
not just a strong desire but a vision too) that by
2030 the country should transition fully to EVs.
Admittedly, the uptake hasn't been as
promising as environmentalists would have
liked (even globally) but a mix of pull-push
strategy may just be what the doctor prescribed.
Environmental regulations – a call for
reduction of carbon emission, including

n

Relevant stakeholders who can positively
impact the adoption rate: Government
(through a favourable regulator y
framework); Charging Infrastructure
companies; auto-makers (through
changing the product mix, inducting
relevant talent and improving on battery
technology).

n

A recent Mckinsey study made a stark
revelation. Nothing short of being spectacular!
If by 2030, EVs can replace all others, then
every day the world will reduce its dependence
on oil by 2 million barrels!
In India in the next 3 years, it can be expected
that charging time can be reduced by a
whopping 75% – from 6-9 hours to about 1.5
hours. When that happens, the shift to EV will
be rapid. But, if we are to look at a very
Newsline l APRIL 2018
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Passenger vehicle
sales in India
(annual) crossed
the 3 million mark
for the first time
in 2016-17. Bain
(global figures)
indicate that by
2020, 70% of
annual auto sales
will be digitallyinfluenced, which
is almost 2.5 times
of what it is today
– a substantive
jump indeed!

conservative estimate – say we achieve only
30% penetration in India by 2030 – and in that
case, there'll be an additional power demand
on the grid only by about 3-4 % which isn't
such a big stretch after all.
Battery prices in India is about 275-300 $ per
kwh. It's also following global trends which
means that within the timeframe 2016-21,
prices will reduce by as much as 50% because
of better technology; and, market demand will
eventually drive economies of scale.
In comparison, Charging Infrastructure
remains a bigger challenge. China builds
everything for scale. By 2020, it is estimated
that they would have built 12k centralized
charging stations and nearly 5 million
scattered charging pokes to meet the demand
of a staggering 5 million EVs. To be sure, this
challenge is global enough as most developed
nations too are struggling with the increased
need of revamped infrastructure.
As per the National Mission on Electric
Mobility, if the present vision of aiming for
global leadership continues till 2020, then it is
expected to yield 9,500 million liters of crude
oil saved, which is almost Rs 62,000 crore.
Also, as envisaged, if India is to achieve its goal
in EVs, then we need to clock an annual sales
figure of 6-7 million units. But how realistic is
this? Well, as per 2017-18 estimate, currently
the annual sales figure stands at 100000. So
clearly there's a lot of work to be done.

Shared Mobility – New Kids on
the Block
Uber has been around for ~7 years and it
already has a valuation of 70 billion USD.

DIGITAL DISRUPTION ACROSS THE VALUE CHAIN
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DidiChuxing's 4-year growth story is no less
incredible – a valuation of 34 billion USD! Let's
look at closer home. In 2013, both Ola & Uber
were virtually non-existent in India. Fast
forward to 2016 – collectively they clocked 13
million weekly rides in 131 cities.
The average annual per capita ride for India in
2016 was 3.3 which was significantly lower
than China's 17.1 (as per Bain study). But,
structural causes like congestion, parking
issues etc. are all factors which will contribute
to exponential growth. We are also witnessing
rapid adoption of app-based multi-modal
transport – bikes, autos, and buses as well.
Moreover, like in many other countries,
particularly in SE Asia, what stops these
players in India to branch off into other areas
like food/ medicine delivery services?

The Power of Connectivity
Passenger vehicle sales in India (annual)
crossed the 3 million mark for the first time in
2016-17. Bain (global figures) indicate that by
2020, 70% of annual auto sales will be
digitally-influenced, which is almost 2.5 times
of what it is today – a substantive jump
indeed!

Influencers
Social Media
Mobile will continue to dominate the
device mix. Almost 80% of online
research is being done on mobile and this
figure can only go up
n
Especially the younger buyers
n
Post purchases activities (like servicing,
purchasing accessories for instance) will
go up significantly, a 2-3x digital uptick
over today
n

n

OEMs in India will have to undergo
substantial change in business model.
Inexorably, the value chain is getting realigned and greater share of the profitpool is biased towards software solution
providers, component manufacturers and
providers of mobility services
n
Dealers have been a very important part in
the value chain but soon they will have to
radically change their approach.
Traditionally, they have influenced buyers'
behavior but today, 72% of customers
have already selected the vehicle brand
and 49% the model, before they step into
a dealership arrangement – once again
digitally influenced.
n

“Re-imagining a
world in 2030 with
zero-crashes, asmany emissions
including zerocongestion.”
General Motors

Software on Wheels
In 2015, hackers, Charlie Miller & Chris Valasek
ominously displayed their tech capabilities by
breaking into the internet system of a car and
pretty much do whatever they wanted to.
Through a DDOS attack (Direct Denial of
Service) they were able to freeze the brakes
and take control of the steering wheel.
Chrysler had to recall 1.4 million vehicles (in
this case it was a Jeep) and create a security
patch. These guys were able to enter the car's
network through a phone (which is unsecure)
when it was connected to the cellular/WiFi
Network. High-end cars today have millions of
lines of in-built code written. With blurring line
between hardware and software, it's not just
enough to build a smart car, but are we smart
enough to stay one step ahead of hackers who
may be experts in DDOS attacks.

When Detroit meets Silicon
Valley or is it when Hinjewadi
meets Bangalore
If one visits the GM website, the vision
statement that reads is incredible. “Reimagining a world in 2030 with zero-crashes,
as-many emissions including zerocongestion.”These, kill us directly or indirectly,
and is indubitably leading us to a future which
is most unhealthy for our children.
The problem with Indian road conditions is
that in most places, the traffic is unplanned,
unruly and unpredictable. Suddenly out of
nowhere a jaywalker/ a two-wheeler will
emerge and will throw traffic completely out of
gear and often with fatal consequences. For
autonomous vehicles to even be considered

suitable for Indian roads, the technology can't
be a mere transfer of what the Teslas and
Fords have done successfully in other parts of
the world.
The advantages with these vehicles is that
they have good driving practices built in their
software – no instances of drunken driving,
dozing off at the wheels, jumping signals,
giving vent to road rage or getting distracted by
phone calls. But it's not only about following
rules but also about being smart enough to
read signals, signage, recognizing patterns
and making quick decisions. And there's no
escaping the question – will it work in India?
But, make no mistake – while the speed of
adoption will be relatively slower but it's
inevitable. Beta versions are already being
tried in controlled environments like college
and company campuses.
A camera functions like the human eye but it
cannot do depth perception. For example, it
cannot calculate the velocity of things moving
around or their likely impact. Lidar (light
detection and ranging) uses laser light pulses
flashed from a rotating mirror to scan the
surroundings. This is considered to be most
accurate (for the said functions) as on date but
its efficacy dwindles with poor visibility. Can
you sell cars with airbags that work in summer
but not in winter, when visibility is low? Adding
to the challenge is of course the cost of Lidar
bur like every other technology, prices will fall
in future.
This is just a small example to highlight the
level of complexity involved and how far are we
from adopting autonomous vehicles. Coupled
with technological challenges there are other
ones as well. In the case of a crash who is to be
held responsible – the vehicle owner or the car
manufacturer? Including, the ethical issues
involving life and death and what is often
called the soi-disant problem. In the case of an
inevitable accident what is the autonomous
car supposed to do – save the passengers or
the pedestrian on the road? Ideal situation is
to avoid collision in such a way to save both but
as we all know in cases of fatal accidents
choices aren't easily discernible and response
time is only a fraction of a second.
While these answers will continue to evolve as
real like replicates sci-fi, but for now, the digital
interventions in automobile is most
pronounced and augurs well for industry-wide
adoption. The landscape is changing very fast
so let's be agile enough in shifting gears!
Newsline l APRIL 2018
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COLLABORATION

India-UK Technology Alliance:
A Collaborative Approach

T

he digital revolution isn't one which is
demand-constrained. If anything, its
growth is exponential, which at times is
unmanageable as well. The challenge lies in the
supply side, particularly when it concerns relevant
talent hunt. The avowed skill gap across the
world is real, widening and certainly not restricted
to specific nations. At the very least there's a
variation in the gap from being moderate to high,
as we continue to witness. Unarguably, there's no
escaping the re-skilling drive for nations &
entities in equal measure and from a shortmedium term standpoint, a collaborative
approach is the most effective response.

NASSCOM and
techUK will share
learnings from the
FutureSkills
initiative launched
by NASSCOM, and
jointly work to
create an alignment
on areas of skills
and job roles, with
a focus on the
collaboration and
expansion of the
FutureSkills
platform for UK
and India based
professionals.
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The India-UK tech Alliance was born on 18th
April 2018 and one of the key first steps taken
was the signing of the MoU on Futureskills
between NASSCOM and techUK (UK tech
Association). We continue to work closely with
techUK, both to put shape to the futureskills
initiative in UK and on building the tech
alliance brand through a number of focused
initiatives.

India-UK Technology Alliance
Collaboration and co-creation are the key to
success in the present disruptive times. And,
there is a global shortage of skilled digitallytrained professionals. To foster mutual
cooperation between the technology sectors
of India and UK, the India-UK Tech Alliance is a
formal structure created between NASSCOM
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and techUK. It is aimed at increasing
collaboration on skills and new technologies;
and, assist in policy development to encourage
innovation.
As part of this alliance, NASSCOM and techUK
signed an MoU, represented by the NASSCOM
President and CEO of techUK, in the presence of
Baroness Fairhead CBE, Minister of State for
Trade and Export Promotion. NASSCOM and
techUK will share learnings from the
FutureSkills initiative launched by NASSCOM,
and jointly work to create an alignment on
areas of skills and job roles, with a focus on the
collaboration and expansion of the FutureSkills
platform for UK and India based professionals.
NASSCOM President and the secretariat
(Shivendra Singh, Vice President, GTD) also met
the DCMS (Digital, Cultural, Media and Sports)
Sec of State, Matt Hancock who is keen to work
with us on the UK-India Tech Partnership, which
was also announced on the same day by the
Prime Ministers of both countries.
The partnership will include a UK-India Tech
Hub, something which techUK and NASSCOM
had first called for in November 2016. We are
grateful to the governments of both nations
for supporting this alliance, and announcing it
as part of the UK-India joint statement. This is
probably the first for NASSCOM, where it has
found a direct mention in a G-2-G joint
statement of head of states.

EVENT

COME, BUILD FOR INDIA & MAKE
IT A BETTER PLACE

T

he word 'hackathon', a portmanteau of 'hack'
and 'marathon' conjures up fascinating
images. Geeks, bent double and poured over
an intricate problem, trying to eke out an
elusive solution which is seemly the best fit,
given the sheer constraints of time and
resources. Usually, it lasts 48-72 hours, as the
campus lights up, teems with high energy
amidst peals of laughter and camaraderie,
which is not to be missed. But most certainly
not to be misconstrued here, the word 'hack' is
only used in the sense of exploratory
programming, and not to be confused with its
more common criminal parlance.

education, financial inclusion, civic amenities,
among others. It is no surprise then, the “Build
for India” as a resonant idea is right up there
for entrepreneurs to leverage and eke out
viable solutions including sustainable
business models.

The Guardrail

The NASSCOM Paytm Women in technology –
Build for India Hackathon, was held on 7-8
April at the NASSCOM's 2-acre Noida Campus.

§
All projects built for the Hackathon, were
open sourced under Apache license and all
codes were added to a repository provided
by the Paytm - Build for India initiative. In
addition, AWS provided AWS free credits
to all the participants. The
Technologies/Platforms Allowed were:
Mobile Apps, Web Apps, ML/AI/ NLP,
Block chain IOT, Desktop Apps, AR/VR.

Unarguably, the country's 70-year old history
has not been without its many challenges and
particularly in the crucial areas of healthcare,

§
Initial registration: 104 teams with 367
participants. The final count: 84 & 320
respectively.
Newsline l APRIL 2018
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The NASSCOM
Paytm Women in
technology – Build
for India
Hackathon, was
held on 7-8 April at
the NASSCOM's 2acre Noida
Campus.

§
A striking list of the NASSCOM member
companies which participated:
Capgemini, Fidelity, IRIS, SAP, Wells
Fargo, FISERV, TIAA GBS, TCS, HSBC,
Sopra, RBS, Samsung, Sunlife, NEC
Technologies.
§
Students were not far behind either and
participated with characteristic
enthusiasm. 30 student category teams
participated from across India, and to
name a few: PSIT, Indira Gandhi, HMRITM,
NIEC, Guru Tegh Bahadur Institute of
Technology, DTU, RAMANUJAN COLLEGE,
JIMS, LPU etc.

Pvt Ltd. Project Details- Sign All.This is an
intelligent application that enables
people with hearing and speech
impairment to communicate by
translating signs into speech and vice
versa, leveraging leap motion controller”
Cash Prize – 50 K INR.
§
Winners (Student Category) - Team Flip
Flops from BVCOE. Project Details - They
used ML, AI and allied technologies to
create sound and body parts controlled
user interface for navigating computers.
Cash Prize 50 K INR.
st

The Jury
In all, 30 Jury members presided over the
projects submitted by the teams, through a 2round format which proved to be
comprehensive and fair.
In the first round, there was a panel of 7 juries
and each had 3 members. They judged the 84
teams according to the evaluation
parameters.
After the first Jury round, 22 teams qualified
for the final round. Of these, 15 teams were
from the professional category and 7 from the
student category. The final Jury round lasted
over two-and-a-half hours and it finally
dawned upon us, why hackathons and
marathons draw interlinkages.

They Built for India to Create
Impact, and all in 48 hours
§
Winners (Professional Category) - Team
WOW-Wells Fargo India LTD. Project
Details - “ The 'Life Savior'. This
application is an end-to-end
implementation of an automated system
to assist people in medical and nonmedical emergency situations, and is one
that can be used on a non-smart phone as
well. The value-add is that it would work
with or without the internet. The
workflow and automation is built using
life savior reusable core services that can
be extended to any used case of medical or
non-medical emergency services for
building a better India. Cash Prize 1 Lac
INR.
§
1st runner up's: Professional Category.
Team Homo SAPians from SAP labs India
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§
1 Runner Up's (Student Category) - Team
– A-Squad from Lovely Professional
University. Project Details – Visboom: An
intelligent system which enables the user
to fully control a laptop or a computer
without any physical interaction but by
means of eye and face movements along
with voice commands. Cash Prize 25 K INR.

The Notable Others
§
Users can create a public record of the
homeless and vagrant people with a
Geographical Location tag. Subsequently,
it can be used by NGOs/Authorities for
extending help to the under-privileged.
Needs can be analysed as well. In
accordance, these bodies will have the
option to select a status for a particular
entr y, for example: “contacting ”,
“helping” etc. This whole process is listed
on the website for the public, thus
addressing the need for transparency.
§
The biometric details (Fingerprints) of
children are entered into the system along
with their parents Aadhar, and a unique ID
is generated for the child. This unique ID
can be used to update the biometrics
periodically and report if any child is
missing.
§
Whenever a victim of trafficking is
rescued, the biometric data reference can
be used for identificationand possibly
reuniting them with the family.
§
A mobile app "KrishiSaarthi" – aims to
contribute to Indian farmers' wellbeing by
providing effective crop management and
financial planning. Through public private
partnership, jobs and skills can be
matched as well.

‘CUSTOMER DELIGHT’ – EXPRESSED!
We strongly believe in nurturing young talent for leadership roles in our country's rapidly evolving tech
space. Over the past years, we have made a collective effort to empower women with knowledge of the
latest industry practices and mentorship in Tech, Product and Design. Our participation in the NASSCOM
Women in Tech Hackathon is a part of this effort, and will help us seed great ideas and the necessary skills at
the grassroots level to help Indian women grow into tech leaders of tomorrow.”
Deepak Abbot, SVP - Paytm

Hi, It was nice being part of the
NASSCOM Paytm Hackathon
Dr Uttam Kumar-CNT Global

Hi, Thanks for having me at the event
y e s t e r d a y. T h e e n e r g y a n d t h e
enthusiasm of the team was amazing.
Sachi Dhawan - PB

It was fun attending the event over the weekend and I was very impressed with the teams. I thought the
three teams we chose from our groups - Women of Wells & RBS team consisting of all women members
were just amazing

Anuraj Soni- COO, Magic SW

Thanks to NASSCOM for providing us
with a splendid platform to showcase
our Life Savior idea. It's been an
exhilarating experience all through the
event, which was organized well with
great attention to detail. It was a
unique event that brought together
strong teams from many corporates
across India and also had active student
groups. The eventful journey has
enriched our knowledge and humbled
us, even as we emerged winners!.
Message from Wells Fargo.

Hi, It was great to be part of the event and I really
enjoyed the presentations from the participants
Paras Kaushik - NIIT Tech.

Thank you so much for being such gracious hosts at
the hackathon event. Please convey our thanks and
regards to everyone who worked with you. We had
such a pleasant and enjoyable experience at your
venue. It couldn't have been done better. We also got
the opportunity to think beyond the needs of our work
and family, and set foot on the path to build for India.

Message from Fidelity
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INCLUSION

D&I SUMMIT

Raising the Index

A

ccording to the 2017 India Skills
Report, with 35% of women
constituting the workforce (3.97
million), IT BPM ranks only behind ecommerce & Retail in gender diversity. We
are really looking at a very large figure of
~1.3–1.4 million women. Despite this, their
presence in the boardroom is grossly
inadequate. However, if one considers a
more recent time frame, say, 2012–17, a
marked difference in the number of women
in senior position is seen which is most
encouraging. While the GOI's directive for
listed companies to have at least one woman
in the board, is refreshing, but a lot more
needs to be done if we are to create parity in
gender participation, particularly in senior
positions.
The other interesting observation that came
out of a NASSCOM study was that women
who worked in IT are from a more privileged
socio-economic background than their male
counterparts. Has it got something to do
with the fact that since they form the
minority (35%), the difference stands out?
Does it then imply that if this percentage
were to go up significantly (closer to 50 or
even beyond ), the data would be
normalized? Well, we don't know as yet. But,
we have to work with lesser-privileged
women to help them join the IT workforce
and broadening our outreach to provide
them access to STEM education – a
foundational attribute of the sector.
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The Summit (12–13 March in
Chennai) at a Glance
1.

For the first time in 10 years we had a
record sponsorship from 21 firms, up
from 12 last year marking an increased
support.

2.

In registrations – 82 firms attended the
summit. Out of 453 registered
participants, 40 percent of the
delegates were men; 27 percent of the
delegates were from Technology and
Core business.

3.

Experience Zone – This time we had a
showcase of various technologies and
experiential learning corners that firms
could use to improve their D&I equation
and sensitize organisations.

4.

Day 1 – For the first time in D&I Summit,
we dedicated a day for Deep Dives, a
format that was well appreciated by our
participants. We focused on 5 tracks –
Leadership Pipeline, LGBT+ Inclusion,
Design Thinking for D&I, Workshop on
Bias and Unconscious Bias and RPD Act
Workshop.
Leadership Pipeline – Research has
proven that diversity and inclusion
agenda is a business imperative.
However, there is always the pressing

n

While the GOI's
directive for listed
companies to have
at least one
woman in the
board, is
refreshing, but a
lot more needs to
be done if we are
to create parity in
gender
participation,
particularly in
senior positions.

question ''Why we don't see enough
women at C-suite level?" The
discussion was on making this
agenda more impactful.

ranging from simulation, survey and
conversation.
RPD Act Workshop - The workshop
focused on salient features of the Act,
categorization of disabilities,
illustrative glimpses of some specific
provisions, regulatory, monitoring
and grievance redressal mechanisms
provided to persons with disabilities
in the Act, role of private sector vis-avis the rights of persons with
disabilities. This was followed by an
experience sharing by D&I
practitioners from the industry on
value adds that persons with
disabilities can bring to the
organization in the current disruptive
scenario.

n

LGBT+ Inclusion – This deep dive took
every participant through a detailed
flow on LGBT primer, on meeting the
people from the community, and
becoming an ally. Best practices
adopted by various organizations
with experiential learning format to
make the workplace inclusive, were
also shared.

n

Design Thinking for D&I – Design
Thinking is a discipline that uses
design methods to match the needs
of one or more users with a feasible
and viable business strategy that
provides value to that particular user.
Design thinking offers a way to
address our industry's diversity
problem. It is a power tool in a change
agent's toolbox that may help our
goals of improving diversity in the
profession. The workshop used it to
suggest better, creative, empathetic,
and judgment-free solutions in the
form of storytelling.

n

Workshop on Bias and Unconscious
Bias – Bias can be defined as an
inclination or prejudice for or against
one person or group, especially in a
way considered to be unfair. Our
background, personal experiences,
societal stereotypes and cultural
context can have an impact on our
decisions and reflect in our behavior.
This workshop challenged the
thinking and the mind-set of people
through a combination of tools

n

5.

Day 2 – Day 2 Saw the launch of Women
Wizards Rule Tech, Release of 4
Research Reports and the
announcement of categories of Awards
for Excellence in Diversity and Inclusion.

6. Conversations and Panel Discussions –
This year besides the gender, PWD and
generational diversity conversations, we
included the conversation on Supplier
Diversity for the first time. We also
brought in the format of drama based
learning to open up conversations on
Future of Work, Generational and PWD
panel.
7.

Closing Panel – We closed the panel
with the inspirational First Ladies of
India. For the first time we had a
celebrity/ inspirational closing note
rather than having a motivational/
public speaker.
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STRATEGIC REVIEW 2018

What You Can't Miss !
Start-up sector
maturing with
greater focus on
B2B

Solution portfolio
expanding - Hosted
software, Productsas-a-Service, RPA,
platforms, etc.

Industry added over USD 13
Bn; exports growing at
7.8%

Digital revenues at ~20%
(USD 22-25 Bn); Growing
at 30% YoY

SaaS is the
preferred model of
over 50% of Indian
product companies;
Cloud growing
at 43%

eCommerce grew at
17% YoY GMV Online hotel booking,
Grocery, and Foodtech key drivers

12
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Domestic technology
services grew at 10%+
driven by Enterprise
Digital adoption and
increased focus on
Customer Experience
initiatives

